
Abstract 
This thesis is about a Confucian movement which is called “Du Ching “(讀經) in 

Taiwan. Du 讀 means reading literally. In actually, Du ching include reciting, 
memorizing, chanting etc. Du ching movement which started by a professor Wang tsai 
guei （王財貴）in Taichun about 1991. The movement developed to the whole Taiwan 
in a decade and over millions of pupils had attended it. “Reading the most valuable 
book” is Professor Wang’s appealing slogan though. Actually, almost all of the pupils 
who attend the movement use Confucian scriptures. Beside, Wang is the famous 
Confucian scholar Mou Tzung san’s follower. So, this movement can be seen as a 
Confucian movement. My assumption is Confucianism which is a religion to Chinese.  
As a world view to Chinese, Confucianism provides meanings. 

First, I will show the history of Confucian scripture’s changing in 1900s. In the 
history, people can find how the scriptures was shaped by Confucian intellectuals by 
intention from religious texts to cultural texts. The politician influence made this 
changing violently. Second, I describe the ideas of Professor Wang about du ching 
and the movement’s key process. To show how did people organize themselves to 
promote Confucian scripture? And what are people’s practicing about the scriptures? 
Lastly, I will point out the du ching movement’s promoter and supporter’s idea about 
Confucian scriptures is part of imaginations. The imagination is connected to the 
social order and people moral state. The core of the imagination is Confucius not the 
scriptures which some students think of. 

By the history what Confucian scripture met in early modern era and the du ching 
movement in modern Taiwan, it reflects Confucianism as well as the other religions, 
it has the same character. It comprises Confucian scriptures and classics as moral 
books, sainthood holly books, moral and order phase, as if an encyclopedia, 
experimental phase etc. In summary, Confucianism is the worldview of Chinese. It is 
the basic tone of Chinese religious life, as the sociology Thomas Luckmann said “ the 
invisible religion”. However, Confucianism still plays an important role in Chinese 
communities globally. 
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